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a b s t r a c t

This paper considers five features including titles, community chains, terms, temporal expressions, and
hostnames for personal name disambiguation. In nine test data sets covering three ambiguous personal
names, we address the issues of awareness degree of an entity, the source of materials and web pages in
different areas. In a single-clusterer approach, employing all features achieve average F-score 0.635,
which is better than employing contextual terms only 0.502. When community chains are expanded
by using the web, the average F-score is increased to 0.676. We also propose a multiple-clusterer
approach, which cascades five clusterers corresponding to the five features. The average F-score is further
improved to 0.684. Expanding community chains also enhances the average F-score of the multiple-clu-
sterer approach to 0.697. In summary, the proposed features are quite useful; the cascaded multiple-clu-
sterer approach is better than the single-clusterer approach; and expanding community chains using the
web has positive effects on personal name disambiguation. The experiments show that this approach has
significant improvements.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Name findings are common information needs of users. Users
may be interested in retrieving home pages, contact information,
and so on, from the web. Besides the information of individual per-
sons, researchers also extend the work to establish the social net-
work of persons, e.g., publication relationship. Because the same
name may denote different persons, the disambiguation of names
attracts much attentions recently (Bekkerman & McCallum, 2005;
Fleischman & Hovy, 2002; Mann & Yarowsky, 2003). Most works
of cross-document co-reference resolution (Bagga & Baldwin,
1998; Gooi & Allan, 2004; Kuo & Chen, 2007) deal with different
mentions denoting the same person.

Bagga and Baldwin (1998) considered the words surrounding
an ambiguous name as a vector representation of this name and
employed cosine measure to compute the similarity between
two names. Mann and Yarowsky (2003) extracted biographical
information from the text, and applied an agglomerative clustering
algorithm to cluster the ambiguous names with the extracted fea-
tures. Gooi and Allan (2004) represented the mention of an ambig-
uous name by the words centered on it, and compared three
different methodologies. Bekkerman and McCallum (2005) pre-
sented two unsupervised methods to create social network from
ll rights reserved.
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a group of related names for name disambiguation. Besides the
above unsupervised approaches, Fleischman and Hovy (2002)
modeled the probability of two instances according to the maxi-
mum entropy. Han, Giles, Zha, Li, and Tsioutsiouliklis (2004) com-
pared the results of Support Vector Machine classification with
Naïve Bayes model.

To employ the context information to divide the same personal
names into different clusters is the main theme of the above ap-
proaches. However, the context information for the same person
in different time periods may not be always the same. For example,
a person might be promoted to a new position, or move to a new
organization. Besides, the degree of popularity is also an issue. A
well-known person is less ambiguous; however, he/she may have
many mentions and dominate the distribution of information. A
common name for individuals has the most ambiguity, and is hard
to evaluate the correctness.

Because annotating answer keys is time consuming, the evalu-
ation corpus was small or pseudo names were introduced in the
previous experiments. Bagga and Baldwin (1998) collected a ‘‘John
Smith” corpus from 173 New York Times articles that mentioned
35 different ‘‘John Smith”s. Mann and Yarowsky (2003) created
pseudo names by randomly selecting two different people and all
references to either name were replaced by a unique shared pseu-
do name. Gooi and Allan (2004) created a ‘‘person-x” corpus from
TREC data by randomly selecting one person entity from each doc-
ument and replaced it with ‘‘person-x”. Pedersen, Purandare, and
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Kulkarni (2005) and Pedersen and Kulkarni (2007) created pseudo
names by conflating two related names in a large corpus of news
articles.

The experiments of using pseudo name corpus have some
drawbacks. The contexts of different real names but tagged as
the same pseudo name may be very distinct. Besides, personal
names replaced by a pseudo name might be ambiguous. Regarding
the entities having the same real names as the same person might
create a wrong evaluation corpus.

This paper will create a real corpus for personal name disambig-
uation, in particular, for Chinese. Several issues will be addressed,
including the types of materials (newswire vs. web pages), web
pages in different areas (mainland of China vs. Taiwan), awareness
degree of an entity (household vs. general), and the same person in
different time period (childhood vs. adult). Section 2 illustrates
how the evaluation corpora are prepared. Sections 3 and 4 present
feature selection, as well as single-clusterer and multiple-clusterer
approaches. Section 5 discusses the experimental results. Section 6
presents the visualization of results. We conclude the remarks and
discuss future work in Section 7.
2. Evaluation corpora

To evaluate name disambiguation algorithms, corpora of ambig-
uous name have to be prepared. The testing name should be inter-
esting, but ambiguous. We consult the Top Yahoo! Taiwan Web
Searches and a one-million personal names corpus (abbreviated
as 1MPN corpus hereafter) to select testing names for our experi-
ments. Top Yahoo! Taiwan Web Search collects the most 10 popu-
lar queries for personal names each week. The 1MPN corpus
gathers one million tax payers in Taiwan. A Chinese name
‘‘ ” (Chien-Ming Wang, abbreviated as CMW), which ranked
5 in Yahoo! Taiwan Web Search from 20/6/2005 to 26/6/2005,
and denotes 14 individuals in the 1MPN corpus, is selected as the
first candidate.

Besides ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang”, two other testing names are cho-
sen – say, ‘‘ ” (Guang-Yu Huang, abbreviated as GYH) and
‘‘ ” (Ya-Li Huang, abbreviated as YLH), which are all famous
but ambiguous names. There is at least one well-known person
for each testing name. For example, one of ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang”s
is famous in Taiwan known as a pitcher of New York Yankees in
Major League Baseball. The second testing name, ‘‘Guang-Yu
Huang”, is famous for being one of the richest men in Mainland
of China, who was listed on the Forbes 2004’s investigation. ‘‘Ya-
Li Huang” is a general name for Taiwanese. This name became fa-
mous in Mainland of China, since a 17-year-old girl got a title
‘‘super girl” in a singer tryout.
Table 1
Statistics of ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang” in UDN.

Occupations

Pitcher of New York Yankees
Doctor of Ton Yen Hospital in Hsinchu City, Doctor of Psychiatry Department at Zhon

Physician of Taipei Municipal Sanitarium, Director of Psychology Department at Z
Research Fellow of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
President of American Clamber of Commerce in Taipei, General Manager of Shin-I Te

Association
Doctor of Courage Department at Shin Kong Hospital
Chairman of Fuller Foods Company, Member of the Standing Committee of Taiwan R
A baseball player of Kai-Nan Technical Senior High School
Commander of Chengdu Military, Assistant Commander of Shenyang Military, Brigad
Person in Economic Research Center in Taipei Bank
Manager of Car Material Company
Candidate in Fengshan Town
Policeman of 1th Police Precinct in Keelung City, Policeman of 4th Police Precinct in
CEO of Boeing China
Miscellaneous (number of individual occurrence = 1)
We use two materials, i.e., news articles and web pages, to
study different effects. We also consider web pages in different
areas, i.e., Mainland of China and Taiwan. Documents were ex-
tracted from United Daily News Knowledge Base, Google Taiwan,
and Google China, abbreviated as UDN, TW and CN, hereafter.
UDN collects more than 8,180,000 news articles from five news
agencies (United Daily News, Economic Daily News, MunSang Pub-
lishers, United Evening News, and Star News) starting from 1951.

At first, we submitted the target name ‘‘ ” (Chien-Ming
Wang) to the search engine of UDN and collected 2205 documents.
Total 37 different persons were mentioned. Of them, 13 persons
occurred more than once. Table 1 shows the occupations of various
‘‘Chien-Ming Wang”s, their occurrences, and percentages. The
most famous person was a pitcher of New York Yankees, which
occupied 94.29% of 2205 documents. It shows a challenging issue:
the other persons were hidden by the critical person and their
information might be lost. It does not make sense to guess the
majority even though the system gets very high precision
(94.29%) in person retrieval. In addition, this table indicates that
there are several personal titles or identities for each person.
Sometimes, it is even hard to distinguish different individuals by
human being. Those conditions would make the disambiguation
more challenging.

Next we submitted ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang” to Google Taiwan and
Google China, respectively, and collected 367 and 421 web pages
for TW and CN data sets, after removing the inexistent web pages
from Google search results. There were 24 and 107 different per-
sons in TW and CN data sets. The majority in TW data set was still
the New York Yankees’s ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang”. He appeared in 331
web pages, and occupied 88.03%. Comparatively, the majority in
CN data set was a research fellow of Chinese Academy of Social Sci-
ences, and he only occupied 18.29% of 421 web pages. Total 36 dif-
ferent ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang”s occurred more than once.

The data sets of the other two personal names were collected
similarly. Table 2 shows the statistics of the ambiguous names in
nine different data sets, abbreviated as CMW-UDN, CMW-TW,
CMW-CN, GYH-UDN, GYH-TW, GYH-CN, YLH-UDN, YLH-TW, and
YLH-CN. The value of ‘‘Biased” field depends on the occupation of
the majority in the corresponding data set.

To prepare evaluation corpora is not an easy task. The returned
documents by search engines may not always contain enough
information. For example, it is difficult to recognize the individuals
in the list of lottery winners, donators, and so on. Some ambiguous
names were identified by reading the snippets and tracing back to
the original pages, or following the anchors in the web pages and
tracing the links to the other pages. In the YLH-TW data set, most
of the returned web pages were published in education domain, so
Occurrences Percentages

2079 94.29
g Xiao Hospital in Taipei City, Attending

hong Xiao Hospital in Taipei City
42 1.91

20 0.91
xtile Company, Director of Manmade Fiber 10 0.45

7 0.32
egional Association of Dairy Processors 5 0.23

3 0.14
ier of Shenyang Military 3 0.14

3 0.14
3 0.14
2 0.09

Keelung City 2 0.09
2 0.09
24 1.06



Table 2
Statistics of evaluation data sets.

Source UDN TW CN

Personal name CMW
# of documents 2,205 376 421
# of individuals 37 24 107
Majority 94.29% 88.03% 18.29%
Biased Yes Yes No

Personal name GYH
# of documents 39 586 39
# of individuals 8 25 1
Majority 74.36% 78.16% 100%
Biased Yes Yes Yes

Personal name YLH
# of documents 15 521 51
# of individuals 12 247 8
Majority 20.00% 11.13% 78.43%
Biased No No Yes
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that the referring persons spread through kindergartens to univer-
sities. In the evaluation corpora, we preserved such confusing
documents.

3. A single-clusterer approach

The first name disambiguation method, called a single-clusterer
approach, is proposed. Several features are considered, and names
are disambiguated at a time by this method. We represent persons
as vectors of features, apply cosine function to compute the simi-
larity between two vectors, and adopt average-link clustering algo-
rithm to cluster persons.

Context of a personal name provides important cues to disam-
biguate its denotation. Context defined in this paper has a broad
sense. It may be within a document or outside a document. In a
document, the cues may neighbor to the mention, or be a distance
to the mention. They may be different types, e.g., a personal title, a
company name, a personal name, a date/time expression, a word, a
phrase, a hostname denoting by URL, etc. Different types of cues
play different roles and introduce different effects. This paper con-
siders five features including titles, community chains, contextual
terms, temporal expressions, and hostnames.

3.1. Feature extraction

Titles of persons denote the sign of rank. They are concrete cues
for clustering. However, title cue does not always exist in the con-
text. Even if a title exists, who owns the title is not always clear, in
particular, the title does not appear exactly before/after a personal
name. Here, we simplify the solution for the title extraction. The
clusterer using title only considers the case in which titles and
names are connected in sequence.

A complete title is defined as a title which consists of an orga-
nization name and a title keyword. In the example of
‘‘ ” (Boeing China CEO), ‘‘ ” (Boeing
China) is an organization name, and ‘‘ ” (CEO) is a title keyword.
In some context, we only know the title keyword of a person and
could not find the organization name. Thus, we further divide a ti-
tle into ‘‘long title” and ‘‘short title”. The former is a complete title,
and the latter is a title keyword. Title keywords are listed in a title
gazetteer.

To extract Chinese personal title, the documents are scanned to
find if there is any title keyword before or after the target name by
looking up title gazetteer. Next, organization name is expected
when title keyword is matched. A simple heuristic rule based on
some morphological features is applied. If there is a sequence of
words tagged as noun, adjective, organization, or place in front of
the title keyword, we take these words as an organization name.
If there is more than one organization name identified from the
document, all of them are extracted.

People in the same community have same interests or profes-
sions. Community network provides important cues for name res-
olution. We simply define the community in terms of the
accompanying names in the context of the target name. Personal
name used to disambiguate a target name is called a cue name.
The more communities a person belongs to, the less discrimination
power he/she has to serve as a cue name.

Terms are extracted from the context of the target name and se-
lected by TF-IDF scheme. Terms other than title keywords, person
names, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns and determiners, and
of weights larger than a predefined threshold form a vector for
clustering. TF-IDF scheme is shown as follows:

wi;j ¼
freqi;j

max
l

freql;j
� log

N
ni

ð1Þ

where wi;j is the weight of term ti in a document Dj or a cluster
Cj; freqi;j is the raw frequency of term ti in a document Dj or a cluster
Cj;N is the total number of documents or clusters, and ni is the
number of documents or clusters in which term ti appears.

Temporal expression is attached in some context. The publish-
ing date can be found in news material. In web pages, we cannot
always get such information. Even there is, it is still hard to tell
out what the exact meaning of the temporal expression is. It may
be a publishing date of the information or the date of the web page
being created. Temporal expression is only used in the news do-
main in this work.

URL indicates the location of the web page. Target names
appearing in the same website have high probability referring to
the same individual. For example, in the New York Yankees web-
site, people mentioned tend to be a baseball-related entity. In
our work, the hostname of a URL is regarded as a feature to disam-
biguate individuals.

3.2. Single-clusterer

We adopt the B-CUBED metric (Bagga & Baldwin, 1998) to mea-
sure the performance of the disambiguation task. Assume l per-
sonal names NE1;NE2; . . . ;NEl are to be disambiguated; the
system reports m clusters SC1; SC2; . . . ; SCm; and the answer set is
composed of n clusters AC1;AC2; . . . ;ACn. Precision and recall of
NEi are defined as follows. The system places NEi into cluster SCj

and NEi belongs to cluster ACk in the answer set.

precisionðNEiÞ ¼
jSCj \ ACkj

SCj
ð2Þ

recallðNEiÞ ¼
jSCj \ ACkj

ACk
ð3Þ

The average precision and average recall for all the personal names
are defined below.

AvgPðNEiÞ ¼
1
l

Xl

i¼1

precisionðNEiÞ ð4Þ

AvgRðNEjÞ ¼
1
l

Xl

j¼1

recallðNEjÞ ð5Þ

The F-Measure is in terms of AvgP and AvgR as follows.

AvgF ¼ 2� AvgP� AvgR
AvgPþ AvgR

ð6Þ

Fig. 1 shows the experimental results of average-link agglomerative
clustering using the feature of contextual terms only, called Avg_-



Fig. 1. Performance of a single-clusterer approach using contextual terms only.

Fig. 2. A tree structure with the original seed as a root.
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Term. Two objects or clusters are merged if their similarity is higher
than a threshold. The x-axis and y-axis denote the threshold and the
F-score. F-scores of biased data sets are high but decrease rapidly at
the high thresholds in average-link clustering. F-scores are dropping
down when the threshold increases from 0.01 to 0.03. The lower the
threshold is, the higher the performance it achieves. The F-scores of
non-biased data sets are low when thresholds are low, and they rise
slowly later. Moreover, the performance is stable when the thresh-
old is set to 0.03 or larger.

Next, we consider all the five features (Avg_All), and expand the
feature of community chain using the web information (Avg_Exp).
In Avg_All, all features are combined as a vector for each document.
The first feature is personal title. Words containing in titles, no
matter whether they are title keyword or organization name or
not, are collected and weighted by their frequency. The second fea-
ture is community. Each person name in the community is a
dimension of the vector. The weight is also the number of occur-
rences of the name in the document. Terms, the third feature, are
considered in the similar way as that in Avg_Term method. To take
temporal expressions and URLs into consideration, we regard pub-
lication dates and hostnames as two dimensions in our vector
space. Cosine measure is adopted in clustering procedure.

Avg_Exp uses the same features as Avg_Term but replaces com-
munity feature with an expanded community. Community chain
relates persons in the same community. However, the named enti-
ties in the contexts of two ambiguous names may not be always
the same. Direct matching named entities may not capture the
semantics of a community. The following algorithm expands the
community chain of a personal name NE using the web. Assume
CN1;CN2; . . . ;CNn are original cue names of NE. Let CN1 be an initial
seed.

(1) Collection: We submit a seed to Google, select the top N
returned snippets, and use suffix tree to extract possible
named entities in the snippets.

(2) Validation: We calculate a relational score, called Co-Occur-
rence Double-Check score (CODC) (Chen, Lin, & Wei, 2006),
of each extracted pattern (denoted Bi) with a seed (denoted
A) as follows.
Fig. 3. An association chain of two seeds.
CODCðA;BiÞ ¼
0 if f ðBi@AÞ ¼ 0

or f ðA@BiÞ ¼ 0

e
logðf ðBi@AÞ

f ðAÞ �
f ðA@BiÞ

f ðBi Þ
Þa otherwise

8>><
>>:

ð7Þ

where f ðA@BiÞ is total occurrences of A in the top N snippets
when query Bi is submitted to a search engine; similarly,
f ðBi@AÞ is the total occurrences of Bi in the top N snippets
for query A; f ðA or BiÞ is total occurrences of A and Bi for query
‘‘A or Bi”. If CODCðA;BiÞ is strong enough, i.e., larger than a
threshold, we employ Bi as a new seed and repeat steps (1)
and (2). This procedure stops either expected number of
nodes is collected or maximum number of layers is reached.
The community chain initiated by the seed CNi at this step is
denoted by Community ðCNiÞ ¼ fSi1; Si2; . . . ; Sini

g.

(3) Union: We repeat Collection and Validation steps until all

the original cue names CNi ð1 6 i 6 nÞ of NE are processed.
Finally, we have communityðNEÞ ¼

Sn
i¼1CommunityðCNiÞ



Fig. 4. Average F-scores of three single-clusterers.
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In this way, the engine will construct a tree with the original
seed as a root (shown in Fig. 2) incrementally. Two named entities
might have indirect association through a chain. Fig. 3 shows com-
munity expansion initiated by two named entities ‘‘ ”
(Matsui Hideki) and ‘‘ ” (Chin-Hui Tsao), who are famous Jap-
anese and Taiwanese baseball players in Major League Baseball,
respectively. A community chain denoted by a dotted line demon-
strates common mentions of the two famous baseball players. In
this way, we know that ‘‘Matsui Hideki” and ‘‘Chin-Hui Tsao” be-
long to a same community, i.e., a ballplayer community.

Fig. 4 shows that considering all features (Avg_All) gets better
performance than using terms only (Avg_Term). Expanding com-
munity chains from the web (Avg_Exp) improves the performance
of name disambiguation.

The numbers of features with the three single-clusterers in nine
test data sets are illustrated in Table 3. Comparing the values be-
tween Avg_Term and Avg_All, we find that the number increases
slightly, say about 1/4 times, when all features are considered. In
contrast, the amount of features increases by 3 or 4 times from Av-
g_All to Avg_Exp after expanding communities. Although Avg_Exp
achieves better performance than Avg_All, it will take longer time
to cluster documents because of the larger number of features. A
special case of YLH-TW shows that the amount of features has a
dramatically increase from 9481 to 139,314. This is because there
are too many personal names in each document, and most of those
names are general ones.
4. A multiple-clusterer approach

4.1. Cascaded clusterers

The second name disambiguation method we proposed is called
a multiple-clusterer approach. This method integrates the cluster-
Table 3
Numbers of features of different single-clusterers.

Variation of # of features Avg_Term Avg_All Avg_Exp

CMW UDN 15,755 18,007 49,747
TW 4559 5193 13,339
CN 5261 6336 19,816

GYH UDN 900 1063 3472
TW 5473 6662 24,243
CN 909 998 2615

YLH UDN 402 610 8499
TW 4070 9481 139,314
CN 942 1173 4213
ers built on different features in a cascaded process. The main idea
is the most-restrictive feature first. In other words, we prefer high
precision at the beginning of several stages. If the evidence is not
strong enough, we defer the decision to the latter stages. Fig. 5
shows an overview of the multiple-clusterer.

At clustering stages, new clusters may be generated; an ambig-
uous name may be disambiguated and placed into some cluster;
old clusters may be merged; and some ambiguous names may be
still undecided and kept in a miscellaneous cluster. The major
argument of a cascaded approach is that the results of the previous
stages will have side effects on the next ones. Thus, stronger fea-
tures are employed earlier than the weaker ones. Names will be
placed into a ‘‘miscellaneous cluster” temporarily if the feature
used at this stage does not appear in the context of the names, or
it is too vague to make a decision. They have opportunities to be
clustered at the latter stages based on other features. After being
checked by all the clusterers, those names that are still not disam-
biguated are placed into a cluster by default.

Currently, the order of features is arranged as follows: Personal
Titles � Community Chains � Term Vectors � Temporal Expres-
sions � URLs of Documents. Here, ‘‘A�B” denotes ‘‘feature A pre-
cedes feature B”.

4.2. A clusterer using personal titles

Title clusterer consists of two modules shown in Fig. 5, i.e.,
dividing by title keywords and organization names (C11) and
merging by organization names (C12). In C11 module, we partition
those names having the same short title into a cluster. However,
people having the same title keyword do not always refer to the
same person. For example, doctors, who service in different hospi-
tals, might be different persons even they share the same name
and title keyword ‘‘doctor”. Thus, we employ organization names
to distinguish different persons in the same cluster next. We count
how many words are the same between two organization names to
measure their similarity as follows.

simðNE1;NE2Þ ¼
2� jOrganizationðNE1Þ \ OrganizationðNE2Þj
jOrganizationðNE1Þj þ jOrganizationðNE2Þj

ð8Þ

Single-link clustering is employed to partition the clusters with the
same short titles into several sub-clusters. For those names with
short titles only, we place them into the largest sub-cluster with
the same short title. Here we prefer the more famous person by de-
fault. For example, assume total numbers of names in clusters
‘‘ ” (Doctor of Courage Department at Shin Kong
Hospital) and ‘‘ ” (Doctor of Psychiatry Depart-
ment at Zhong Xiao Hospital) are 10 and 5, respectively. We put
the names with short title ‘‘ ” (doctor) only into the former
cluster.

The following lists four possible cases in which a person may
have more than one title.

(1) Besides the original title in an organization, a person may
have another title in the same organization, e.g., professor
and head of computer science department. In this case, this
person owns two titles at the same time.

(2) A person was promoted from a position to another in the
same organization, e.g., from assistant research fellow to
associate research fellow. In this case, this person owned
two titles at the different time. The lower position always
precedes the higher position.

(3) A person was moved from a position of an organization to
another organization. For example, a pitcher was sold from
the Red Sox to the New York Yankees. In this case, this per-
son owned two titles at the different time, but their title key-
words were the same.



Fig. 5. A cascaded personal name disambiguation system.
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(4) A person may have different titles in different organiza-
tions at the same time. For example, a professor in a
university could also be an editor of an academic
magazine.

The former two cases are easier to deal with than the last two
because a person remains in the same organization. The C12 mod-
ule in Fig. 5 postulates: if the organization names of two long titles
are similar, then the two clusters owning the two long titles are
merged into a larger cluster. For example, the clusters for
‘‘ ” (Doctor of Psychiatry Department at Zhong
Xiao Hospital) and ‘‘ ” (Director of Psychiatry
Department at Zhong Xiao Hospital) are merged. The last two cases
are left unresolved at this stage.

In Table 4, the title clusterer with precision (AvgP*) does not
consider the names in Misc. The precisions under different
thresholds are similar. It meets our expectation – personal title
is a strong cue. We show the results by using the threshold
0.6. In the YLH-UDN and YLH-CN data set, no title cues can be
used. The precision of YLH-TW is quite low (0.273) because only
14 titles were extracted from 521 documents, and all of them
were short titles like ‘‘Teacher” and ‘‘Student”. The title key-
words are too general to tell out each individual. For example,
there could be a lot of different teachers having the same names,
but they are grouped together because they have the same title
keyword. Documents are left and clustered by the remaining
clusterers.
4.3. A clusterer using community chains

After clustering by using titles, we have several clusters Cs and a
miscellaneous cluster Misc (refer to Fig. 5). We employ an Named
Entity Recognition (NER) tool to extract the personal names from
the context of each disambiguated name in C. The cue names form
a community chain for C. The occurrences of cue names are
counted in a chain. That is, a cue name with more occurrences
has larger effects in disambiguation. The names NEs in Misc cluster
are waiting for being disambiguated. We extract the cue names
from the context of NE, and compute the score between commu-
nity chains of C and NE as follows.
ScoreðC;NEÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

jCueNameij ð9Þ
where CueNamei is a common cue name of C and NE; jCueNameij is
the maximum occurrences of CueNamei in C and NE, and n is total
number of common cue names.

If the similarity is not strong enough, i.e., not passing a prede-
fined threshold, NE is left undecided and is kept remaining in Misc.
Otherwise, NE is placed into the cluster with the highest similarity,
and becomes a disambiguated name. Because the community
chains of clusters may be changed after disambiguation, the unde-
cided names in the previous cycle may become disambiguated
using the updated community chains. We disambiguate the



Table 4
The result of each step in different data sets.

Data set C12 (0.6) C21 C22(0.5) C31(0.07) C32(0.06) C4/C5

AvgP* AvgP* AvgP* AvgP AvgR AvgF AvgP AvgR AvgF AvgP AvgR AvgF

CMW UDN 1.000 0.996 0.996 0.984 0.750 0.851 0.975 0.971 0.973 0.974 0.980 0.977
TW 0.983 0.922 0:939" 0.883 0.279 0.424 0.877 0.604 0.716 0.876 0.620 0.726

CN 0.883 0.828 0:849" 0.698 0.714 0.706 0.496 0.806 0.614 0.491 0.804 0.611

GYH UDN 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.861 0.444 0.586 0.861 0.629 0.725 0.861 0.627 0.725
TW 0.936 0.973 0.974 0.911 0.367 0.523 0.878 0.786 0.830 0.868 0.798 0.831
CN 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.00 0.503 0.669 1.000 0.810 0.895 1.00 0.855 0.922

YLH UDN (no title) – 1.000 0.372 0.843 0.516 0.372 0.843 0.516 0.444 0.911 0.597
TW 0.273 0.283 0:909" 0.407 0.584 0.480 0.217 0.631 0.323 0.218 0.631 0.323

CN (no title) – 1.000 0.662 0.322 0.433 0.654 0.343 0.450 0.667 0.331 0.442
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remaining names in Misc again. This cycle is repeated until no clus-
ters are changed. This procedure is denoted as C21 in Fig. 5.

In C21 module, we try to assign the names in Misc to some clus-
ter generated by previous clusterer. That does not create new clus-
ters. In YLH-UDN and YLH-CN data sets, no new clusters are
derived from the previous step, so that they have no performance
evaluation in C21 (see Table 4).

Next, we compute all pairwise similarities of the remaining
names in Misc using their community chains. The similarity func-
tion is shown below.

simðNE1;NE2Þ¼
2�jCommunityChainðNE1Þ\CommunityChainðNE2Þj
jCommunityChainðNE1ÞjþjCommunityChainðNE2Þj

ð10Þ

A complete-link clustering algorithm is employed to produce tightly
linked new clusters. Besides, a name not similar to any other names
in Misc cluster forms a new cluster on its own. This module is de-
noted as C22 in Fig. 5. In Table 4, we list the precision rates of com-
munity chain clusterer. The results are quite good and stable. The
threshold 0.5 is set in this step. In particular, the precision rates
for YLH-TW data set have significant improvements. Total 189
names are disambiguated in the step. The precision increases be-
cause 140 new clusters with high precision are generated in C22.
The details will be shown in Table 6.

4.4. A clusterer using term vectors

After clustering using community chains, we have more clusters
and a miscellaneous cluster Misc. In this section, we employ TF-IDF
scheme to select terms and use term vectors to represent clusters
and the names in Misc.

Cosine coefficient measures the similarity between each cluster
C and a name NE in Misc. If no similarity scores are larger than a
predefined threshold, then the name is left unresolved. Otherwise,
it is placed into the cluster with the largest similarity score with it.
This procedure is repeated until all the names in the Misc cluster
are checked. The term vectors of clusters are updated when a name
is inserted. Therefore, we initiate a new cycle to check if the
remaining names in the miscellaneous cluster can be placed into
a cluster. The disambiguation algorithm (i.e., C31 module in
Fig. 5) is performed iteratively until no more names are inserted
into any clusters.

We adopt a conservative approach in clusterers using titles and
community chains. Some names denoting the same person may be
distributed in different clusters, e.g., those persons having different
titles in cases (3) and (4) specified in Section 4.2. We compute the
similarity of two clusters in a pairwise way using the same formula
as above, and perform agglomerative clustering (i.e., C32 module in
Fig. 5). Clusters denoting the same persons have opportunity to be
merged.
Table 4 lists the average F-scores of the term vector clusterer
(C31 and C32) for each data set. The thresholds 0.07 and 0.06 are
set for C31 and C32, respectively. The merging operation (C32)
makes improvement in most of the data sets except CMW-CN
and YLH-TW. This is because the contexts of the target name in
YLH-TW data set, which is about education, are quite similar. Total
144 clusters were merged into 72 clusters and the F-score dropped
from 0.480 to 0.323. The details will be shown in Table 6.

4.5. A clusterer using temporal expressions

We postulate that the names mentioned in a short period de-
note the same person. In this way, we set a time window as n days
before/after the mentioned date of a named people. Recall that
names in a cluster have their own contexts, and the corresponding
temporal expressions. We count total number of temporal overlap
between a cluster C and a name NE in Misc (C41 module in Fig. 5). If
we cannot find any clusters which have enough temporal overlap
with the time window of NE, NE remains unresolved in Misc. Other-
wise, NE is placed into the cluster with the largest temporal
overlap.

Besides the attempt to place a name to a cluster, we also con-
sider the remaining unresolved names in Misc (C42 module in
Fig. 5). Those names having strong temporal overlap are clustered
into a group. Besides, a name that does not have any temporal
overlaps with other names will be isolated as a cluster by itself.

4.6. A clusterer using URLs of documents

The last clusterer of the cascaded approach employs hostname
(a URL) to disambiguate a name. However, the heuristic is not al-
ways applicable, in particular, for those very popular web sites,
e.g., on-line news agencies. We adopt the similar algorithm as Sec-
tion 4.5 to disambiguate the personal names. Here hostname cue is
substituted for temporal expression cue.

The last column of Table 4 shows the F-scores of the two clu-
sterers using temporal expressions and URLs of documents. Com-
paring with the results of the term vector clusterer, all F-scores
are either kept or improved. It concludes that temporal expressions
and URL are two useful cues for name disambiguation.

4.7. Experiments by community expansion

We further introduce the community expansion algorithm
specified in Section 3 to revise the community clusterer in Fig. 5.
After C21, we also use expanded communities on C22 module.
We compute all pairwise similarities of the being-disambiguated
names in Misc by expanded communities. Table 5 shows the F-
score with community expansion (i.e., 0.697) is better than that
without community expansion (i.e., 0.684). There is a little
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improvement on performance after applying expanded
communities.
5. Discussion

5.1. Result of multiple-clusterer

Fig. 6 summarizes the variation of average precision and aver-
age recall from C1 to C5 modules. To examine the effects of using
temporal expressions and URLs features, we separate our test data
sets into two types, news and web page. The variation of F-scores
from one clusterer to another and the effectiveness of each feature
are shown as follows.

(1) C1 ? C2: Precision increases in both news and web page
data sets from C1 to C2. It means that community is a good
clue for assigning undecided names into the right clusters.
However, recall decreases in both data sets. That is, docu-
ments referring to the same person may be separated into
different clusters.

(2) C2 ? C3: Precision increases when C31 is applied because
ambiguous names are classified correctly. From C31 to
C32, precision decreases in most cases, but recalls increase.
The reason of precision decrease is that errors exist in the
clusters before they are merged. Error propagation would
do harm to the performance. The improvement of recall is
an important factor to get good performance in the end.

(3) C3 ? C4: From C3 to C4, i.e., for the news material, both pre-
cision and recall increase from module C3 to C4 on the aver-
age. In the case of ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang”, recall increases and
precision does not change. In CMW-UDN, the temporal
expression is not exploited because term vector clusterer
has already classified most of the undecided documents. In
YLH-UDN, precision increases without changing recall,
because different individuals are separated correctly by the
temporal expression clusterer.

(4) C4 ? C5: From C4 to C5, i.e., for the web pages, documents
in Misc are placed into existing clusters correctly. That
improves the precision.

Since different features are used in different materials, average
F-scores in news and web pages are measured respectively. From
module C1 to C5, F-scores increase gradually, especially in the
Table 5
Without/with community expansion.

F-score & CMW GYH YLH Avg

Without Exp 0.771 0.826 0.454 0.684
With Exp 0.787 0.835 0.468 0.697

Fig. 6. Variation of average precision, reca
news material. The reason why F-score does not have significant
improvement in the web material is that the performance in web
page corpora is unstable. First, complete title is comparatively
few. Second, some terms in the web content, likes blogs or adver-
tisements, are usually meaningless. Therefore, the overall perfor-
mance in web pages is worse than that in news articles.

The multiple-clusterer approach has better precision rates at
the first two clusterers and improves the recall rates with only a
little expense of precision rates at the last three clusterers. To
examine the effectiveness of each clusterer, we analyze how many
clusters are generated and how many names are still left unre-
solved in Table 6. The number below (#undecided names, clusters)
denotes the percentage of undecided names are resolved using the
corresponding clusterers.

Because not all testing instances accompany with titles, only a
portion of names are disambiguated by title clusterer. Community
is a strong cue, in particular, for news materials. Term vector,
which is a universal cue, resolves most of the testing instances.
Temporal expressions are valid for news instances, and hostnames
are employed to web pages.

Although personal title is a strong clue for name disambigua-
tion, we cannot guarantee that personal title always appears in
the documents. Besides, organization names are difficult to be ex-
tracted under some title keywords. For example, the title,
‘‘Teacher”, is very general. There might be several teachers with
the same name. If organization names do not appear in the context,
it is hard to identify those distinct persons. Applying temporal
expression and URL could improve the performance. However,
they could not be in the first or the second clusterer in our cas-
caded approach. For the temporal expression, it is common when
reports are published in adjacent days but refer to different indi-
viduals, or the same person might be mentioned discontinuously.
For the URL, most web pages have different hostnames. Therefore,
it is not a good idea to cluster documents only depend on temporal
expression or URL clusterer.
5.2. Comparison of two approaches

To compare two types of clustering approaches, we set the
threshold to 0.03 in all single-clusterers to reduce the influences
between biased and non-biased data sets. Tables 7 and 8 show that
the performance of using the web data sets is worse than that of
using the news data sets in these two approaches. This is because
complete title may not usually appear and terms are sometimes
meaningless in the web data sets. Community expansion is useful
in both the two materials and the two approaches. In summary, the
multiple-clusterer approach with community expansion achieves
the best performance.

The single-clusterer approach is simple and fast, one drawback
is that a threshold ought to be set, and the result is sensitive to the
ll and F-score in different resources.



Table 6
Analyses of individual clusterers.

(#Undecided, #clusters) & CMW GYH YLH

UDN TW CN UDN TW CN UDN TW CN

Initial (2205,1) (376,1) (421,1) (39,1) (586,1) (39,1) (15,1) (521,1) (51,1)
personal title (1657,34) (317,19) (213,43) (24,9) (441,18) (33,4) (15,1) (507,4) (51,1)

24.85% 15.69% 49.41% 38.46% 24.74% 15.39% 0% 2.69% 0%
+Community (327,47) (295,28) (163,72) (8,12) (114,52) (10,4) (11,5) (332,144) (44,7)

80.27% 6.94% 23.47% 66.67% 74.15% 69.70% 35.29% 34.52% 13.73%
+Term vectors (9,26) (10,21) (5,45) (0,10) (11,28) (2,3) (2,5) (2,72) (6,6)

97.25% 96.61% 95.76% 100% 90.35% 80% 81.82% 90.36% 86.64%
+Temporal expression (0,27) – – (0,10) – – (0,6) – –

100% 100% 100%
+URL hostname – (3,21) (1,45) – (0,28) (1,3) – (2,72) (6,6)

70% 80% 100% 50% 0% 0%

Table 7
Average F-scores of different materials by using single-clusterer approaches.

F-score & A single-clusterer approach

Term All features With wxpansion

News 0.681 0.747 0.802
Web pages 0.413 0.579 0.614
Average 0.502 0.635 0.676

Table 8
Average F-scores of different materials by using multiple-clusterer approaches.

F-score & A multiple-clusterer approach

Without expansion With expansion

News 0.767 0.768
Web pages 0.643 0.661
Average 0.684 0.697
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threshold. It is hard to choose a threshold appropriately because
the F-scores are varied depending on the popularity of a specific
name. For example, the low threshold is suitable for a popular
name in the biased corpus. If we could predict the popularity of
the target name and set the threshold dynamically, then the sin-
gle-clusterer approach might have good performance.

The major drawback of the multiple-clusterer approach is that
the results in the previous step would influence the clustering pro-
cess in the next step. That is, error propagation might happen. If
different people are grouped into the same cluster, the only
chances to be separated are C12 and C32 in Fig. 5. The error would
be propagated when the next clusterer is applied. Besides, if cues
such as title and community are not strong enough in the data
set, the performance might not be well after name disambiguation.
Take YLH-UDN and YLH-CN as examples. The overall performance
heavily depends on C22 module, because there are no personal ti-
tles extracted from the documents. Therefore, they would not
achieve high performances without community expansion.

Another factor affecting the performance of the multiple-clu-
sterer approach is the segmentation error in Chinese words. Cor-
rect word segmentation and tagging will lead more accurate
affiliation and term extraction. For example, several company
names cannot be identified by our title extractor. Since no organi-
zation names are identified, people with the same keyword ‘‘ ”
(Inc.) will be grouped together no matter what their real compa-
nies are. In our multiple-clusterer approach, they have little chance
to be split apart in the remaining clusterers. Another segmentation
problem comes from personal name identification. Consider an
example from the data sets of ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang”. The term
‘‘ ”, which means ‘‘have four contests in a row” in the original
text, was mis-segmented into ‘‘ ” and ‘‘ ”. The term ‘‘ ” is
extracted and tagged as ‘‘person name” in many documents from
sports domain. When the term ‘‘ ” is considered as a person
name ‘‘Lien Chan”, it will denote the famous politician in Taiwan.
However, the politician seldom occurs in sports-related docu-
ments. It might mix two different communities (i.e., sports and
politics) and the overall performance would drop down.
6. Visualization

6.1. Cluster labeling

After personal name disambiguation, several clusters are gener-
ated. Four types of labels, including personal titles, related key-
words, related names and personal image, are extracted to
represent each cluster. The title having the highest occurrence in
the cluster is extracted as the title label. Three keywords with
the highest TF-IDF scores are selected as the keyword label. The
name having the highest occurrence is regarded as the name label.

To find the image label for each cluster, we submit the target
name and title keyword to an image search engine. Title keyword
narrows down the search scope. Five items are considered to deter-
mine the best image for each cluster. Textual description and URL
come from the image itself. Organization names, keywords, and
URLs come from the cluster. We calculate a score for each image
in the returned page. The scoring function is described as follows.
We count total number of matching words and URLs between an
image and a cluster. The image with the highest score is extracted.
Table 9 lists an example. The left frame lists the basic information
of the cluster Ci, including title keywords, organization names, key-
words and URLs. Note that there are four documents in Ci. The ba-
sic information of the image Ij is shown on the right side. f ðOrgÞ is
the function of counting the number of matching words between
organization names and textural description. f ðKeywordÞ is the
function of counting the number of matching words between key-
words and textural description. f ðURLÞ is the function of counting
the number of matching URLs.
6.2. Visualization of results

Fig. 7 shows the snapshots of our visualization system. Users
can choose language, number of returned pages and clustering
method. We take ‘‘Chien-Ming Wang” as an example with the re-
turned 100 pages from Google Taiwan. Queries are set in the top
frame. After disambiguation, clusters and their labels, such as per-
sonal title, related names, keywords and image, are shown in the
left frame. For each cluster, the amount of documents is shown
next to the cluster name. Users can check the documents of certain



Table 9
An example of image scoring.

Cluster information Ci Image information Ij

Title keyword: Picher
Organization names: Yankees, MLB
Keywords: New York, baseball game, perform
URLs: popblog.tvbs.com.tw forum.pchome.com.tw
ontv.videoland.com.tw news.yam.com

Image:

Textual information: New York, Yankees, Taiwan, Picher
URL: news.yam.com

ScoreðIjÞ ¼ f ðOrgÞ þ f ðKeywordÞ þ f ðURLÞ

Fig. 7. An example of the visual clusterer system.
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cluster by clicking the hyperlink, and then documents in this clus-
ter are shown in the right frame. In addition, we also provide ad-
vanced search to augment query with additional keywords.

In the experiments, image labels were extracted from Google
Image Search. By submitting a person name along with his title,
the image search engine will return the related images. However,
the returned images are not always related to the target persons.
For example, after inputting ‘‘ ” (Chien-Ming Wang +
reporter) to the image search engine, the image label extracted
by our system is a picture token by a news photographer of Xinhua
News Agency, instead of the picture of that photographer himself.
When using ‘‘ ” (Chien-Ming Wang + CEO) as a query,
the personal image of Boeing China CEO can be extracted correctly.
These examples are shown in Table 10.



Table 10
Two examples of image label.

Query:
(Chien-Ming Wang + reporter)

Image:

Textual
Information (Xinhua-Net Chien-Ming Wang)
URL news.xinhuanet.com
Query:

(Chien-Ming Wang + CEO)
Image:

Textual
Information (Boeing China CEO – Chien-Ming Wang)
URL www.chinamil.com.cn
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7. Concluding remarks

In this paper, two types of disambiguating methods are pro-
posed and compared. The experiments are made on different
materials (news and web pages), different areas (Taiwan and
Mainland of China), and different degrees of awareness of three
ambiguous names. Personal title, community, term vector, tempo-
ral expression, and URL are five useful features for name disam-
biguation. Expanding communities from the Web also improve
the performance of both approaches. In a single-clusterer ap-
proach, employing all features achieve average F-score 0.635,
which is better than employing contextual terms only 0.502.
When community chains are expanded by using the web, the
average F-score is increased to 0.676. We also propose a multi-
ple-clusterer approach, which cascades five clusterers corre-
sponding to the five features. The average F-score is further
improved to 0.684. Expanding community chains also enhances
the average F-score of the multiple-clusterer approach to 0.697.
The multiple-clusterer approach performs better than the sin-
gle-clusterer approach.
Several issues are left open for further investigation. The associ-
ation of title keywords, e.g., ‘‘professor” and ‘‘editor” has some rela-
tionship, can help determine if two names with different titles
denote the same person. The generality of a title relates to the pos-
sibility of the title being used. For example, only a few persons own
the title ‘‘President”, so that it is more restrictive. Similarly, how
many persons there may be in an organization determines the dis-
ambiguation power of this organization name. For example, there
are more persons in a university than in a company, so that it is
more probable to have the different members with the same
names in a university than in a company. Moreover, in the current
experiments, we only consider the publication dates of documents.
Temporal expressions surrounding personal names are cues for
disambiguation. The category of a document plays the same func-
tion as a URL. Persons appearing in sport news tend to be athletes.
Determining the theme of a document will be an important cue for
name disambiguation.
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